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Prescribing Test Length For Criterion-Referenced Measurement*

I. Posttests

by
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and
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-Charles Lewis

The University of Illinois

In a program of Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPT), where a.

student's progress through each level of a program of stuJy is governed by

his performance on a test dealing with individual behavioral objectives,

there is considerable value in keeping the number of items-on each test

at a minimum. The specified test length for each 'objective must, however,

be adequate to provide sufficient information regarding the student's degree

of mastery of the behavioral objective being tested. Just what theinimum

acceptable length will be depends on the manner in which test information

is used to make decisions about individual students, the level of

functioning required for defining mastery of an objective, the relative' losses

incurred in making false positive and false negative decisions, the background

information available on the student and on the instructional process, and

the premium on testing time within the instructional process. Our purpose in
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this paper is to discuss these issues and provide some broad guidelines for
.2rs. 716--

test-length specification for IPI posttests. These specificatiohs will be
4 r.

tentative because of unresolved substantive and methodological issues, but

we'believe that they should provide some improvement on current practice.

A separate, and rather more complex treatment will be required for placement

and pretest length specification.

Background

In a criterion-referenced measurement approach to Individually

Prescribed Instruction, we imagine a population of test items, having mixed

item difficulty, dealing with a particular objective and an ideal decision

which advances a student past this ob "jective if he is able, to answer at least

a given percentage of the items in the population. This minimum passing

percentage, the so-called criterion level, simply reflects the degree of

mastery deemed sufficient for this objective (although it implicitly involves

the difficulty of the items as well). The actual percentags4of items that

a person would answer correctly in the population of items is, called his

level of functioning. ,In practice, the advancement-retention decision must

be made from a small sample of observations (test items), and, hence, errorb

in the decision process must be expected.

One common treatment of the test length problem in a criterion-

referenced measurement context has been given by Millman (1972). He

studied a standard decision rule which advances the student if the

percent of items correctly answered on a test equals or exceeds the

required criterion level. Here it is assumed that the items on the test

may be treated as a random sample from the population of interest -, -ao

that the obtained percentage correct is a useful estimate of the true

population percentage for the student. Using-binomial probability



Table 1

Percent of Students Expected To Be IncorrectlE

Advanced or Retained

Specified Criterion Level .70

Student's True Level of Functioning*

Advancement Nc. of

Score Test Items 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

6 7 6 10 16 23 67 55 42 28 15 4

6 8 '15 22. 32 43 45 32 20 11 4 1

7 9 9 15 23 34 54 40 26 14 5 1

7 10 17 .27 38 51 35 22 12 5 1

8 11 11 19 30 43 .43 29 16 7 .2

9 12 7 13 23 35 51 35 20 9 3

10 13 5 9 17 28 58 42 25 12 3 -

11 14 3 6 12 22 '64 48 30 15 4

12 15 2 4 9 17 70 54 35 18 6

Specified Criterion Level .75

Student's True Level of Functioning*

Advancement
Score

No. of
Test Items'' 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

6 8 15 22 32 43 55 32 20 11 4 1

7 9 9 '15 23 34 46 40 26 14 5 1

8 10 6 10 17 26 38 47 32 18 7 1

9 11 3 7 12 20 31 55 38 22 9 2

9 12 7 13 23 35 .49 35 20 9 3

16, ZO 1 2 5 12 24 58 37 17 4

17 21 1 4 9 20 63 41 20 .5

18 22 1 3 7 17 68 46 23 6



Table 1 (continued)

Specified Criterion Level .80

Advancement No. of
Score Test Items

6 7

7 8

8 '9

8 10

9 11
10 12

11 13

12 15

17 20

19 22

50

6

4

2

6

3

2

1

2

Specified Criterion Level .,,85

Advancement No. of
Score Teat Items 50

Student's True- Levet of 'Functioning*

55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

10 16 23 33 45 `42 28 15 4
7 11 17 26 37 50 34 19 6

4. 7 12 20 30 56 40 23 7

10 17 26 38 53 32 18 7 1

7 12 20 31 46 _38. 22 9 _2_

4 8 15 25 39 44 26 11 2

3 6 11 20 33 50 31 13 2

4 9 17 30 46 35, 18 6

1 2 4 11 23 59 35 13 2

1 3 7 16 67 42 17 2

I.t.7 8 4

%8 9 2

9 10 1

10 11 1

11 12 -
-.. 17 19 -

19 21 -

Student's True Level of Functioning*

55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

7 11 17 26 37 50 34 19 6

4 7: 12 20 30 44 40 23 7 .

2 5 9 15 24 38, 46 26. 9

1 3 6 11 20 32 51 30 10
1 2 4 9 16 28 56 34 12
- 1 2 5 11 24 56 29 7
- - . 1 3 8 18 63 35 8

*The true level of, functioning is the percent of items a student
would be able to anEnter correctly if he were given the entire universe

of items.

Students having true level of-functioning values less than the specified
criterion level should fail a test composed of all items fromthis_universe7------
However, on-any given test_offinite---1-engthson ei these students will get

-----more-theirflie minimum advancement percent of the items correct and be

considered as "passers". The expected percent of such incorrect advancements
are given in the body of the table to the left of the dotted line.

Stijl:lents having true-level of functioning values equal-to or greater
than the minimum advancement percent should pass such a test. The percent
of these students who will be incorrectly retained are shown in the table
to the right of the dotted line.
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tables, Millman obtained the probability that a student with a given

true level of functioning would be incorrectly advanced or retained by

this proce ure

Table 1 expands on some of Millman's computations and gives the

conditional probability of incorrect advancement or retention for a variety

of true levels, test lengths, and minimum passing rercentages. The first

impression this table provides is that a substantial proportion (sometimes

more than'ha-lf) of the students with- true- levels -close toi-or at the

criterion level, will be incorrectly advanced or retained, at least for

the test lengths considered. There appears to be a slight improvement

in accuracy of decision as the test length increases from 8 to 22 items,

although this effect is largely hidden by fluctuation in the probabilities,

due to changes in the percentage correct required for advancement. For example,

with a criterion level of .7, the percentage correct required for advancement

is .75, .78, .70, .73, or .75 for test lengths of 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12 items,

respectively. This brings up a question as to the optimality of the decision

procedure assumed in Table 1. To provide a framework for answering this

question, let us consider some of the issues involved;

Suppose seven out of eight were taken as the minimum advancement score

when the-criterion level is .75; the probability of incorrect advancement

would decrease substantially for all students with true levels_below____

the criterion level. This is shown in Table 2. On the other hand,

those above .75 suffer a substantial increase in their chances of'being

incorrectly retained. Apparently, a more general framework is required

before even the decision procedure can be chosen, much less any judgment

1:4

made concerning minimum test length. This framework would need to take

into account on which side of .75 small expected errors were considered

to-be more important.

7
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Table 2

Percent of Students Expected To Be Incorrectly

Advanced or Retained

Criterien-Levei-= .75 Test LengtH-a 8

Advancement
True Level

Score 50 55 60 65 70 75 %BO 85 90 95

6 15 22 32 43 55 32 20 11 4 1

7 4 7 11 11 26 I 63 50 34 19 6

A Framework For Specifying Test Length

Table l'is very helpful in identifying the seriousness of the prOlem

of short tests. Froma practical ,point of view, however, a solution to the

problem must involve looking at a different conditional probability, and

abandoning the simple decision procedure that Millman has so convincingly

demonstrated to be inadequate. Instead of the probability that a student

will attain a particular test score, given his true level, it is the

probability that a student's true level of functioning exceeds the specified

criterion level, given his test score, which is required in making a decision.

In other words, it is the test score- -not the true level - -which is given

(i.e. observed),_and_which-is-the-basis-for-any-detisit5--avance or

retain the student. Thus, a student should be advanced only if the probability

'that he has attained or surpassed the criterion level, given his test score,

is sufficiently high. To obtain the necessary probability, an application

Rayes theoremis-required..---In-such'an-analysia, Vain' knowledge

(expressed in probabilistic terms) of the student's true level of functioning

is combined with ate (binomial) model information relating the observed

test score to true level; and, the result is a posterior probability

8
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distribution for true level of functioning, given.test-score.- -The--

. _
probability this distribution assigns to levels above the criterion

is the quantity of interest. In thisaformulation, the problemcan be

described as selecting a minimum sample size and an advancement spire, so

that studehts attaining that score will then have a sufficiently high

probability of having at least the minimum required level of functioning.

As a first approximation, let us suppose our knowledge of a student's

true level of functioning is vague, prior, to having his test results.

If this state of knowledge is characterized b'y selecting a uniform

distribution on the interval from zero to unity for tree level, n, Bayes
4.

theorem provides the posterior probabilities listeCin Table 3 for various

scores and test lengths. The posterior distributions on which.these

probabilities are based all belong to the Beta family, and the parameters

in each case are those given in the table, primarily for future.reference,

To generate a decision procedpre on the basis of Table 3, we

must select a criterion level (n
o
) and a minimum acceptable probability

that_astudent's true level (n) exceeds this criterion. Thus, for example,

we might take n
o

= .80 and the minimum acceptable frob(n > n
o
Ix, n) = .50,

where x is test score and n isltest length. WAPwould then be saying that

we wanted to advance the student only if we were at least 50%

sure that his level of functioning was above .80. Then, using Table 3,

we see that with n = 8, all students having h > 7 would advance to the

next objective, but not those with x = 6: For a_test_of-l2 items-,-the-
minimum advancement score would be 70 correct. 4

Note, however, that if we required 80% assurance that the true level

of functioning was above .80, (Prob(ir > .80) > .80], then even those with

eleven correct responses to twelve items would not be_advanced_. We think

9
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Table 3

Probabilit Student's True Level Of Functioning Is'

Greate'r Than gyro Given A Unift.rm Prior Distribution

Minimum Criterion-.

.
eVel--7

Advancement No'..of ( Posterior
Score Test Items Distribution 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95

7 8

8 8

9

8 9

9 9

7 10

8 10

9 10

8 11

9 11

10 11

9
12

10 12

11 12

8(7, 3)

0(8, 2)

8(9, 1)

a(a, 3)

0(9, 2)

a(10, 1)

a(8, 4)

8(9, 3)

a(10, 2)

8(9, 4)

a(10, 3)

$(11, 2)

V a(10, 4)

8(11, 3)

0(12, 2)

91 85

98 96

100 100

95 90

99 98

100 100

89 81

97 93\

\99 99

93 87-

\
98\96

100 99

95 91

99 97

100 100

77 66 54 40 '26 14 5

93 88 80. 70 56 40 23

99 98 96 92 87 77 61

83 74 62. 47 32 18 7

95 91 85 76 '62 46' 26

99 99 97 94 89 80' 65

70 57 43 29 16 7 2

88, 80 69 54 38 22 9

97 94. 89 80 68 51 30

77 , 65 51 35 21 9 3

92 85 75 61 44 26 11

98 96 92 84 73 56. 34

83. 72 58 42 25 12 3

94' 89 80 67 '50 51 13

99 97 94 87 77 60 38

10

1

7

37

1

9

40

2

10

-

2

12

2

14



that it is unreasonable to require perfect perforMance as a standard for

advancement, and. therefore, we need to improve upon this analysis. One

way is to use a longer test, but we can, at least4 hope to find a procedure

In which a 12-item'test will be adequate.

The results in Table 3, althougblhey provide relevant inforliation

for mastery decisions about students based on test scores, do not ,

take 011 advantage,of the power which is available through the use

of prior knowledge. In particulai, it will seldom be the case that our

(knowledge of a student's true level is adequately described by a uniform
a Ar

distribution. For example, our prior probability that a student is

functioning above a criterion level of .8- might be approximately .75.

This-would be the case if historical data sugzestea that about 75% of

the students who completed a unit of Inaividually Prescribed Instruction

proved to be at or above mastery level. Moreover, we might judge the

strength of our'knowledge to be roughly equivalent to that based on a

score from a 12-item test. (A method for making this assesment will be

referenced shortly.)

When working with-a binomial model, it is convenient and generally.

very satisfactory to select a member of the Beta class of distributions to

characterize prior beliefs (Novick and Jackson, 1974). If this is done; the

8 posterior, distribution is easily obtained, and in every instance will again

be a-member-of.the_Beta family. In fact, if the prior distribution io

B(a, b) and x success in n trials are observed, then the poetertor distri-

bution is 0(x + a, n x + b). This can be seen in Table 3, where it is

noted that the uniform distribution is 0(1, 1). If we restrict ourselves

to prior distributions/in the Beta family, the beliefs specified in the

previous Paragraph are characterized by 0(10.254, 1.746). Given this prior

t

11
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distribution and the indicated test results, the posterior distribUti ns

and ,,osterior probabilities of,exceeding various criteria are provid in

Table 4. The pecise stipulation of prior distributions must always be
.

done carefully, but extensive aids (Novick and Jackson, 1974, Novick,

Lewis, and Jackson, 1973) are available; and indeed an elaborate system

of Computer Asaiated Data Analysis (CADA).is available (Novick, 1973) to

help an instructional decision maker speCify his piiordistribution. A yet

more sophisticated ay of getting prior and posterior distributions for

each person is derived by Lewis, Wang, and Novick (1973) and the required

tables are given by Wang (1973). For the present, we-shall suppose that

this work has been done carefully 'and that the prior distribution used

the construction of Table 4 is appropriate.

,Tables 3 and 4 demonstrate clearlithe impact of prior knowledge

on our interpretation of test rest4ts. -In Table '3, for example, the

posterior probability that a student with a agore..of six out of 'eight

items correct has a true level greater than .80 is only ./6, whereas,

in Table 4-this probability has increased to .60: This result should not
..

be surprising, invietiof the fact that we have now set this probability

to be .15, apriorias compared to .20 in Table 3. If we felt the chances

io be vfirY good that the student had mastered an objective(tc a level above

.8) before we saw the test results, then a sc...re of six out of eight will-,

` -- not substantially change 'our beliefs; it will lower the probability, but

aposieriSri may still leave the odds in favor of mastery. In any

applicitions, a prior probability of mastery m-y bXo,more than .60; but

tie results will still differ sharply from thos obtainei,,assuming-vague

e,

prior informaiion. Note that if we were to adcfpt the rule that' we will
_ ..

advance a student iijhe aposteriori probability of mastery is at least

12 t



Table 4

Probability.Student's True Level of Functioning Is

Greater Than IT
o

Given A 0(10.254, 1.746) Prior Distribution

Minimum
Advancement

Score

No. of
Test Items

1.3

Posterior
Distribution 50

:6 8 0(16.254, 3.746) 100

e
7 8 0(17.254, 2.746) 100

8 8 8(18.254, 1.746) 100

7 b 9 0(17.254, 3.746)100

8 9 0(18.254, 2.746) 100

9 9 0(19.254, 1.746) 100

7 10 0(17.254, 4.746),100

8 10 0(18.254, 3.746 100

9 10 0(19.254, 2.746 100

8 11 0(18.254, 4.746 100

9 11 0(19.254, 3.746 100

10 11 0(20.254, 2.746)100

9 12 8(19.254, 4.746)100

'10 12 0(20.254, 3.746)100

11 12 0(21.254,42.746)100

Criterion Level - -n
o

55 60 65 70 75 80 85

100 98 96 90 78 60 37

100-100 99 97 92 81 62

100 100 100 99 98 94 85

100 99 97 92 82 65 41

100 100 99 98 93 84\66

100100 100 100 98 95 87

99 97 93 84 68 47, 24

100 99 98 93 84 '68 45

90 95 6

15 2

36 10

66 32

17 2

39 11

69 34

7 1

19 3

100 100 99 98 95 86 69 42 12

99 98 94 87 72 51 27 8 11

100 100 98 95 87 72 48 22

100 100 100 99 96 88 72 45 13

100 99 96 89 76 55 30 10 1

100 100 99 96 89 75 52 24 4

100 100 100 99 96 90 75 48. 14

Note: The mean and mode, respectively of B(10.254, 1.746) are

.855 and .925 and for this distribution Prob(1r > IT0) for Tro = .70, .75,.

_.80,85 .A-close .look .at these

distributional characteristics will help a dlcision maker determine if

this prior disrvibution is a realistic characterization of his beliefs.
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.50, then in this example, we will advance him if the prior distribution

were that of Table 4, but not if it were that of Table 3.

When the decision maker specifies=an informative prior distribution,

he is saying, in effect, that he.wants a decision which will have a high

probability of being correctin that portion of the decision space in which

he thinks the student's ability truly lies. For example, referring to

Taole 2, a decision maker with a high prior probability that the student had

a true level of functioning below .75 would, by virtue of his analysis,

require a minimum passing score of seven correct out of eight items. This

would assure him a low probability of-misclassification fof all yalues

below .75. Another decision maker with high prior probability that the

student was above criterion level would likely requir_ e_only_six-out.of--

eight correct, and thus have low probability_of-an-:(ncorreot-decision-fo

values of .75 or above.

Once we have decided to work with the posterior probability that a

student's level of functioning exceeds'some criterion, given "his test

score, and have made use of our prior knowledge in obtaining this

prpbability, another issue remains to be settled before we -can turn

to the question of test length. Simply stated, we need to-know how sure

we shoulcL be that a student has-mastered an objective at the chosen level

before we make the decision to allow him to advance to the next objective.

For instance, is a podterior probability_of at least-.5, as was used in

the last example, a reasonable choice'in all casaa? Almost certainly

this last_question_should be answered in the negative. _The point at

issue here comes down to an understanding of the relative disutilities'or

losses associated with the false positive and false negative errors.

14
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If it were no more serious to advance a student whose level was below

the criterion than to retain a student who was above, we would be behaving

optimally if we were to advance students with posterior probabilities above

.5 and retain the others. In many situations the prior probability will be

this high, and hence an advancement decision could then be made on an apriori

basis. On the other hand, we might consider the loss to be twice as great

for a false advancement than for a false retention. In this'case, we should

only advance those students whose posterior probability for being above the

criterion exceeds 2/3. The general result is that we shall achieve the

smallest expected loss if we match the posterior odds to the loss ratio.

Thus, the loss ratio is 2 to 1 (false advance to false retain)-, a

probability-of-24(2=-1-1) gives-matching-udds of-213 to 1/3 above criterion to

'below criterion).

Decision

Table 5

Losses Associated With Incorrect Decisions

Advance

Retain

True Level

V > V V < V
- o

0 a

b o

To express the result symbolically, consider the notation of Table 5.

-Here-a-is-the-loss associated-with-advancing a student whose true level is

below andand b is the loss for retaining a student whose true level exceeds

v
o'

The decision rule which minimizes expected loss in this situation is

15



to advance a student if hi's test score is such that

b Prob(x > x
o
lx, n) > Prob(w <

o
lx, n),

and to retain him otherwise. This comparison is equivalent to comparing

the loss ratio a/b to the probability ratio Prob(ir > wolx, n)/Prob(w < notx, n).

If a = b in our analysis, the decision procedure ,reduces to comparing

the median of the posterior distribution with the specified criterion

level. If the median is at least at this level, the student is advanced,

otherwise he is retained. In this situation, the decisions procedure is

very similar to that used by Millman (Z972). Though the procedure used by

Millman is not Bayesian, it is equivalent to comparing with the mode (rather

than the median) of the_posteriOr-distributiorr-based-on-A-ariTFEn prior.

Thus, in effect, the sampling theory approach gives equal weight to-all

equal intervals throughout the range of w; that is, effectively, to take it to

be uniformly distributed aprilori. This is seldom a reasonahlc prior

specification. We might also remark that the formulation in Table 5 can be

generalized to provide for differential utilities for correctly identifying

true positives and true negatives as well as-differential disutilities

(or losses) for false positives and false negatiiies as is done in Table 5.

To do this negative quantities (negative disutilities = utilities) would

need to replace the zeros in Table 5, and a slightly more complicated

VW

analysis would be used.

It may be worthwhile to summarize "the -situation- at this point. An

instructor writhing to use test results in the context of Individually

Prescribed Instruction should be ready to supply three kinds of information. %

First, a criterion level--the minimum degree of mastery required--must be

set. In Individually Prescribed Instruction this seems to run frtit about

16



:70 to about .85. Second, prior knowledge of the student's true level of

functioning must be translated into probability terms, namely a,prior

probability-distribution for n. Typically, a carefully monitored program

will be such as to suggest a prior probability distribution that assigns a

probability of just more than .50 to the region above the criterion level.

If this is not the case, the -generalefficady of the program should be

re-evaluated. A program that results in a much higher probability may be

wastefully long and one that results in a lower, probability may require

strengtheningL_FinallFr-the-relatIve-lbsses associated with the two types

of incorrect Zecisions must be assessed. A ratio of more than 1/1 is the

rule (we are told) with ratios of 1.5/1 and 2/1 beihg common, and ratios

as high as 3/1'not being rare.

It should be.clear-that all three of the above determinations will

have an influence on the minimum necessary test length. As the criterion- _
level approaches unity, the test must be longer in order tb provide adequate

information about a student's level of functioning in the neighborhood

of the criterion. If prior probabilities of mastery are sufficiently high,

very short tests become possible, but this is not and shbuld not be the
4

typical case. Finally, higher loss ratios require.longerttsts to=7,allow

the possibility of high posterior probability of mastery. We shall also

see that srester test ,lengths are sometimes required because Of the obvious

restriction to integer valued sample sizes.

A Design For Test-Length Specification

The characteristics df the group of students being tested must now

be considered as they relate to test-length specification. Each-member

17
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Table 6

Selected Prior Distributions For 'PI Advancement Decisions

Effective

Prior Prior

No. Distribution Sample Size Mean .00-.70

Prob(nt < it < nu)*

.75=-.80 .80-.85
.

.85-.90 .90-1:00

__,1 0(5.-6, 2.4) 8

2 0(6, 2) 8

3 0(6.4, 1.6) 8

.70

.75

.80

.46

.33

.21

.12

.12

.10

.12

.13

.12

.12 .10 .08

.14 .13 .15

.11---.16-----726------------

4._-0-(6,8-0--1:2) ---------8 r .85 .12 .07 .09 .13 .17 .42

5 W.2, .8) 8 .90 .,05 .06 .09 .14 .62

6 0(7, 3) 10 .70 .46 .14 :-.14 .12 .09 .05

7 0(7.5, 2.5) 10 ,75... .32 ' .13 .15 .15 .13\ .12

8 0(8, 2) 10 .80 .20 .10 .14 .16 :17 ,4,23

9 0(8.5, 1.5) 10 .85
z-,

.10 ;07 .10 .14 .19 .40

10 a(9 1) 10 .90 .04 .03 .06 .10 ,16 \ .61

11 0(8,.4, 3.6) 12 .70 .47 .15 .15 .12 .08 .03

12 0(9, 3) 12 .75 .32 .14 .16 .16 .13 .09

13 0(9.6, 2.4) 12 .80 .18 .11 .15 .18 .18 .20

14 0(10.2, 1.8) 12 .85 .09 .07 .11 .16 .20 .37

15 0(10.8,1.2) 12 .90 u .03 .03 .06 .11 .17 .60

16 0(10.5, 4.5) 15 .70 .47 .17 .12 _ .02_

17 0(11.25, 3.7) 15 .75 .30 .16 .18 .17 s.13 .06

,

18 0(12, 3) 15 .80 .16 .12 .17 .20 .19- .16 .

19 0(12.75, 2.25) 15 .85 .07 .07 .12 .18 .23 .33

20 0(13.5, 1.5) 15 .90 .02 .03 .06 .11 .19 .59

*Note: Allentries have been rounded to two decimal places and smoothed so that the

row totals add to 1.00, 18



of the group of students tested has been. exposed Lo the same instruction

program under identical local conditions. If a particular student is

not considered atypical for this group, then our prior beliefs about his

true level of functioning should closely reflect the true distribution

of levels of functioning found in that group. Indeed-, elaborate formal

procedures for, effectively; bootstrapping- -a pr or distribution using,

or eac examinee, the scores on the remaining m - 1 examinees are

described by Novick, Lewis, and Jackson (1973). Thus, group characteristics,

through their effect on our prior distributions, do, affect test - length

specification. If the average test score of the group is high (i.e.,

above. the criterion level) and there is little variation among individual13,

shorter tests become feasible.

Since, in practice, prior distributions will be based upon on-site

experience, there will, of Course, be different prior distributions

for different sites. What owe- -shall attempt to do here is to show what

sample sizes will be required for a broad range of prior distributions

and-loss ratios. What we need to do now, therefore, is to consider certain
y.

combinations of -prior distributions, criterion leven-afid-Ioss ratios,

and see what sample size will be asiequate in each case.

..For-our-analysesi-we-shaii-ansider 20 different prior distributions

for the level of functioning Tr, foux_specified-criterion-levela, and`fOUf

loss ratios. For each criterion level, we shall consider all foUr loss

ratios and four of the prior distributions. The four loss ratios we

shall use are 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0. The respective probibilified

P = ProbOr >
o
) required for advancement [given by setting P/(1 - P)

equal to the loss ratios, a/b] are .60, .67, .71, and .75. Thus, with a

. 19
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loss ratio of 3.0, the posterior probability that the student's level of

functioning is -greater than the- specified-criterion level must be-at least.

.75, if he is to be advanced.

The twenty prior probability distributions we shall be considering

are given in Table 6 where they,have been_group_ed_in_bloCks_of five,-with

each block having a distribution with the respective mean values .70, .75,

.80, .85, and .90. The blocks differ with respect to the concentration of

the prior distributions. Within block, the distributions differ with-

respect to their mean values. Note that in the first blodk the arguments '

of each Betadistribution sum to 8, e.g., 5.6 + 2.4 = 8. This indicates

that the amount of prior information contained in each of these distributions

is equivalent to what would be gained from a test containing eight items.' If

given one of these prior distributions and lame-triterion level and loss ratio,

we specify an eight-item test, our posterior distribution will contain

information equivalent to that contained in 16 observations. ,Taa-contrasts-

-with the classical procedure which uses no prior information. It is-this

_Increment 1m infotmation that is equivalent to prior observations_khieh-__

permits A `reduction in, test_length-when-a-Bayesian-Trotedure

The first problem in doing an'analysis is that of selecting a reasonable

prioi distribution.' For the present application, we would first 'need to

ask ourselves what we would .expect-to-find-as-the-mean-IeVei-df;finittioniiii

in our, postteSt group. With a specified criterion level of_LZO, we might--

hope for a mean level of functioning-of .70. Thus, we would have people in

training until such time-as we would "expect" them to be qualified. Since-

-loss tatios-are-typically-greaterthan-one,-sometvertraining,mayhe thought

to he useful, but as we shall see, excessive overtraining may be wasteful.

1
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Suppose, for concreteness, that we believe the mean population level

of-functioning to be .70. Distributions 1, 6, 11, and 16 satisfy this

condition, and, hence, we may choose from among these. We note that

these distributions are in an increasing order of tightness, as may most

conveniently be seen in the probability assignment given in the last column,

to the interval (.90, 1.00). These probabilities are respectively .08,

.05, .03, and .02. We need to ask ourselves which of these values seems

most reasonable, and this then will give us some preference among these

prior distributions. We might consider the relative weight of prior

information assumed by each prior distribution (8, 10, 12, and 15 equivalent

prior observations, respectively), and this should help to narrow our

focus to one
0

application.

priate prior

or-two adjacent prior distributions for this, or any other

Since the authors of this paper cannot know what an apprd

distribution will be in applicatiOns they have not seen,

it will be most helpful, we think, to workout sample size allocations

for several_pxior distributions -the-final deleotion to be made

"in the field". We Wieve_that-the-rrior-distributiOns,IOSS ratios,

and specified' criterion levels used here.are typicalof those found in

practice, and, therefore, that the specific results we shall obtain will .

be useful. _However; ifother caffifiations present themselves we believe

that the4eneral methodology-that we are demonstrating should be adequate
_ .

to the problem. Actually we shall find that-most Of-our specifications
-

very---are Very robust with respect to the choice of prior distribution within the

range we have considered.

me Specific Test Length Recommendations

In- Table- 7; we giVeNTecommended sample sizes and .minimum-advanddtheid
N

scores for no .70, (a/b) = 1,5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0 and prior distributions

1, 6, *11, and 16. The values that` we have settled on for the body of

Net.
.GN

a._



Table 7

Recommended Sample Sizes and Advancement Scores

Prior
Distribution

n
o

= .70

(n) 1.5 (,60)-

Loss Ratio

0(5.6, 2.4)1 (.70) 6/8(.62) 10/13(.10) 1111.74) 12/15(.78)

0(7, 3) (.70) 6/8(.61) 10/13(.69) 11/14(.73) 12/15(.77)

0(8.4, 3.6) (:70) 6/8(.61) 10/13(.68) 11/14(.72) 12/15(.76)

0(10.5, 4.5) (.70)'_ 9/12(.62)2 10/13(.67) 11/14.(.71) 12115(.75)

General Recommendations .

6/8(75%) 10/13(77%) 11/14(79%) 12/15(80%)

lApriori, Prob(n > .70) for each of the four prior distributions is

.54, .53, and-.53.

2
For 6/8, EV3b(Tr > .70) = .598.
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this_talile are not, in every instance, optimum in any statistical sense,

though we are confident that the risks associated with these decision rules

are in,every case insignificantly different from the risks of the optimum

proceduregi-----In SdIecting-values-for-this_table_xe_have sought sample

sixes. and minimum advancement "scores that would be very efficient over

a wide.ringe-of prior distributions. That we have been successful in this

endeavor is confirmed by our ability to give general recommendations

that hold throughout the range of prior distributions studied. Actually in

only one instance have we cheated (see Footnote 2, Table 7), but again

the .increase- in expected loss will be trivial. We would also note_that

the requirediptreentage correct and the number of required observations

increases as the loss ratio increases, which "makes sense" on intuitive

grounds.

A rough indication of the near optimality of any of the individual_

specifications can be gained from the closeness of the aposteriori _

probability (indicated-in-parenthestt-follawing the specification) with

the value required by the particular loss ratio (given in parentheses

at the top of the column), Thus, with the prior distribution 8(7, 3), the-
,

decision rule "six out of eight", abbreviated 6/8,,leads to the aposteriori

distribution 8(13, 5) and to Prob(IT > .70 = .-61-whidh is just .01 greater

than the required level .60 for the loss ratio 1.5 (1.5 to 1). In this

instance, the specified decision rule may be very good. On the other,

hand, consider the prior distribution 8(5.6, 2.4). Here the rule 11/14

leads-to a value .74 when only .71 is required for a 2.5 to 1 loss ratio.

23



Actually, the specification 8/10,is somewhat better giving a posterior

probability of .729. Also for the prior distribution 0(7, 3), the posterior

probability with 8/10 is .718. i;iith-theroes-ratio-2.0/-1_and3fith the

prior 8(5.6, 2.4), the rule 7/9 lads to the posterior probability .68 as

compared to desired value of .67. In every case where we have specified

an "almost best" decision rule, the result has Men an-indrease-inthe

specified sample size andtthe purpose has been to-obtain uniformity,of

specification over a reasonably wide range of amounts of prior, nformation.

Considering our general ignorance concerning,what might be an appropriate

:prior distribution in specific applications, the specifications we have_

given should be the more generally useful.

Another indication of'how good a particular specification is can be

inferred_ ,om the closeness_of the percentage correct required by the

advancement rule to the specified criterion level. Clearly, if the

percentage required by the advancement rule is very much larger than the

specified criterion level, a large Tercentage of qualified students will

be retained and this is undesirable, particularly for small loss ratios.

For large loss ratios, this is less important and hence higher advancement

ratios can, and.will need to be tolerated. This feature is exhibited in

Table 7, where the advancement ratios increase with increasing loss ratios.

One can, of course, keep the advancement "ratio down very close to the

specified criterion level even for higher loss ratios, but only by having much

larger sample sizes. For example with the prior distribution 0(5.6, 2.4)

the specified criterion level no .70 and the loss ratio 2.0, the advancement

ratio 72/100 is satisfactory since Prob(r > .70172/100) ;675, but

the indicated sample size is unacceptable.

24-
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Recommended Sam

Table 8

le Sizes and Advancement Scores

= .75
0

23

Loss Ratio

Diseribiition C(n) 1.5 (.6(:) 2.0 (.67) 2'.5 (.71) 3:0 (.75)

0(6, 2)1 (.75) 8/10(.65) 16/20(.70) 17/21(.74) 18/22(.77)

0(7.0t 2.5) (.75) 8/10(.64) 16/20(:69) 17/21(.73) 18/22(.76)

-0(9, :3PT;; (.75), 8/10(.63) 16/20(.69) 17/21(.72)- -,__18/22( -75)

0(11.25, 3.75) (.75) -8/-10(-4-62)__ -16/20(68) 17/21(.71) 19/23(.77)

---Gineral Recommendations- -

--8/10(80%)--- 16/20(80%)_ J7t21(81%) 18/22(470

lApriori; Prob(IT .75) = .56, .55, .55, and .54, (...respectiyely, for the

four prior distribution's used in Table 8:

2
For 18/22,

6

Prob(IT > .75) =, .744.

Table 9

Recommended Sample Sizes and Advancement Scores

= .80
0

Pricr
Distribution .14 (n) 1.5 (.60)

Loss Ratio

2.0 (.67) 2.5 (.71) 3.04.75)

0(6.4, 1.6)1 (.80) 6/7(.66) 7/8(.70) 17/20(.72.) 19/22(.78)

0(8, 2) (.80) ,.:6/7(.65) 7/8(,69) 17/20(.72) 19/22(.77)

0(9.6, 2,4) (.80) 6/7(.64) 7/8(.68) a 17/20(.71) 19/22(.76)

0(12, 3) (.80) 6/7(.63) 7/8(.67) 18/21(.73)2 19/22(.75)

General Recommendations

6/7(86%) 7/8(83%) 17/20(85%) 19/22(86%)

lApriori, Prob(IT > .80) = .57; for 8/10, Prob(tr > .80) = .55; for 16/20,

Prob(tr > .80) = .54; for 8.5/10, Prob(IT > .80) = .67;lor 8.3/10,
Prob(tr > .80) = .62; for 9/10, Prob(tr > = .78.

252
For 17)20, Prob(IT > .80 . .70.
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Note that for each of.the prior probabilities used in Table 7,

Prob(n > .70) > .50. Thus, on an apriori basis, advancement would be

indicated with a loss ratio 1.0. This v!..41 enexally be true for the, prior

distribetions we shall be adopting g'or our analyses`. The point is that

41.

loss ratios of 1.0 are not .(we are told).typical of IPI. applications, and

i test lengths are to be kept reasonable it-will be necessary to use

.
. training Programs that give mean output' at or above the Qriterion 10e1.

There has been a definite tendency in IPI to require relatively high

advancement ratios; typically, the value :85 is used. One might well

speculate whether this is a function of a high loss ratio '.ombined with

a desire for a short test length, or whether it really reflects a perceived

need for a high criterion level. (For example an advancement ratio of 6/7

with the erior distribution 0(5.6, .2.4) would yield with .x= 6 a posterior

Proll(n > .70) = .77 which would be just right with a loss ratio of 3.0.)

The authors of this paper do not know the answer to thiA question, but hope

that those within IPI will want to consider it carefully. Only through

such serious consideration can the test length problem be "solved ".

Some recommended test lengths for no = .75 and four prior distributions

with Ep(n) = .75 are given in Table 8. Again we have been able.to specify

one generally satisfactory advancement ratio for-each of the four loss

ratios. We note that the required test lengths for ro = .75 are rather

larger than for no= .70'. In Table 8, we find very short required test

lengths for a 1.5 loss ratio and rather long ones for loss ratios of 2.0,

2.5, and 3.0.

In Table 9, we provide recommendations for no
= .80 when (to(n) a= .80.

The restilts here parallel those of Table 8, except that the advancement

ratios are very high as compared to the criterion levels.- This is

26



: relatively Unsatisfactory. In Footnote 1 to Table 9, we indicate the formal

results for the prior istribution a(6.4, 1.6) and the sample result
0 0

../4:-

18.5" correct 'and '.10" incorrect tind also for "8.3" correct and 'l1.7"-

incorrec14 "'Wiese provide very nice results for loss ratios of 2.0 and 1.5,
.

i

-.;
respectively. Unfortunately, these are unobtainable sample results. This

.
.
..._ __

. . demonstrates that in ?art, large required test lengths may sometimes bet, 0

'
.

-. . due to the discreteneSg.,.atid hence, discontinuity of ourpossible experi
. .4

mental outcomes. This also suggest& that.the precise specification of ehe
A fk

Advancement rules may be highiysensitiV% to the mean value of theiprior
,

,1 ,

- ,.

distribution even if it is proving to be relatively insensitiveto the

total aMouht of information contained in the prior distribution, which is .

indicated by the sum.of the two parameters of the Beta distribution.

,Fo7 example, given the prior distribution 0(6.4, 1.6):and the

impossible e'ample result x = 8.3, n = 10, we have the posterior distri-,

bution a(14.7," 3.3Y which, as we indicated previously gives.
. .

.
Proh(a,>' .80) = .62 which suggests that the advancement ratio 8.3/10

,0000,'.

Might be 'very favorable with a loss ratio of 1:5., But suppose we had

--,--- j a slightly different prior.distribution, namely, $(6.7, 1.3) with

).= .84., then the Sample result x = 8, n = 10, would yield the posterior

distribution a(14.7, 3.3) and thus, for the reasons given above, indicate

that the advancement ratio 8/10smight be attractive. This advancement

ratio is clearly more attractive than the'ratio6/7,, despite/the fact that
P' . .

it require& three additional items,,beCause this ratio/8/10 80% is, closer

e.'

to the criterion, level than is the advancement ratio '6/7 = 86%.

Because-of this'relativly high dependence of the results on, the
e

expected valtie of the prior distributiOn it-seems important Is> attempt

some study of the vatiation;of our results as a function of changes in

2!
44,

C.

4.4
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Table 10

Recorcaended-;Sainple Sizes and Advancement_ Scores

no = .80

Prior
Distribution ( ) 1.5 (.60)

Loss Ratio
2.0 (.67) 2.5 (.71) 3.0 '(.75)

0(6;8, 1.2)5 -(.85) 8/10(.64) 9/11(.69) 10/12 (.72) 1 11/13(.76)

0 ( 8 . 5 , 1.5) (.85) "8/10tw66) 9/11(.70) 10/12(.73)2 11/13(..76)

8(10.2, 1.8) (.'85) 40.0(.67) 9/11(.71) 9/11 (. 71) 3 11/13(.77)

(3(12;75, 2.25) .(.85) ',8/10(.69) 9/11(.72) 9/11(.72)4 1i/13(.78)

General Recommendations

8/10(80%) 9/11(826) 10/12(83%) 11/13(85%)

oft

1For 5/6, PrObOr > .80) = .72.
2For 5/6, Prob(ir > .80) = ,73.
3'For 10/12, Prob(ir-> .80) = .74.
4F 10/12, Prob(ir > .80) = .75.

5For the four prior distributions, the apriori probabilities of ir > .80
. are .72, .73, .74, and .75. With these prior distributions and with 7/10,

the posterior probabilities of IT > .80 care .41, .43, .46, aid .48.



our prior distribution. For this reason,-we have iii-Table 10 redone our

sample size recommendations under the assumption that the mean -our

prior distribution is .85 instead of.80.

Surely the practitioner will find the sample size recommendations

of Table 10 to be attractive. Apparently with these prior disbributions,

test lengths need be no greater than 13 for any of the listed loss-ratios.

With the prior distributions having On) = .80, a sample size of 22 is

requiredwhen the loss ratio is 3.0.

What is happening is that we are beginning with-fairly strong beliefs

that n > n
o

so that not much data, in .cOnfirmation, is required even for

-----high loss ratios. In fact, even pn_an-apriorl-basis, an advancement

decision would be made for all loss ratios up to and including 2.5.

Indeed, we see that the function of the sample data here is to provide

the possibility of obtaining some information that might change the

decision to retention. For example, an observed peikormance ratio of

10/13 with the prior distribution 8(6.8, 1.2) would give aliosteriorl'

Prob(n > .80) = .72, and hence, the student wbVid be retained if the

loss ratio were 3.0 (see also Footnote 5.,; Table 10).

We believe that the comparison of the specifications in Tables 9

and 10 have important implications for IPI management. When loss ratios

are high, it may well'be highly advantageous to strengthen the,training

program to the extent that the mean output is well above the specified

criterion level; This will make it possible to use short tests or,

alternatively will generally reduce theyisk pf incorrect classification.

This will, of. course, be more expensive, and this investment must be'balanced

out against the reduction in the cost of testing and the reduction in the

expected loss due to incorrect decision. The final Table, Table 11, looks
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Table 11

Recommended Sam le Sizes and Advancement Scores

0
= .85

Prior
Distributions (*) 1.5 (.60)

Loss Ratio

2.0 (.67) 2.5 (.70) 3.0 (.75)

1.2)1 (.85) 7/8(.62) 9/10(.70) 17/19(.73) 18/20(.76)3

0(8.5, 1:5) (.85)- 7/8(.62) 9/10(.69) 17/19(.72) 19/21(.77)

0(10.2, 1.8) (.85) 7/8(.61) 9/10(.68) 17/19(.72) 19/21(.76)

0(12.15, 2.25) (.85) 171191.7717 19/21(.75)

General Recommendations

7/8(87.5%) 9/10(90%) 17/19(89%) 19/21(90%)

1The apriori probabilities for * > .85 are .59, .58, .58, and :57.

,2'For 10/11, Prob(* > .85 = .695).

3For 19/21, Probtrr > .8

I
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very much like Table 9 as far as test lengths are concerned. Here again

some robust length assignments are obtained, though again, the lengths for

the high loss ratios border on being discomforting. This can be corrected

by training to an average level of functioning of .90. With the prior

distributioh 13(7.2, 8), we find that Prob(zr > .85) = .76, apriori, Observing

6/7 yields Prob(rr > .85) = .70; while 5/7 yields a value of .41. Observing

8/9 yields .77, while 7/9 yields .493. Thus, clearl ygry_shorttest

angthadfiagiiiripossible if the students are trained to a sufficiently

high average standard'.

Some Summary Remarks

The test length recommendations given in this paper are meant to be

taken seriously and hopefully they will soon, be adopted on a provisional and

experimental basis, so that more experience can be gained while some of

the theoretical and substantive issues raised in this .paper are debated. The

questions of level of functioning required to define,mastery and the

relative losses incurred in making false positives and -false negative decisions

require serious discussion and concensus. We also need to get some cleat

picture of what kinds of distributions of outcomes are to be expected as this

determines the amount of prior information available in making individual

assessments. This third issue is, as we have indicated, intimately related

to the expected level of functioning that is sought in the group being trained.

Hopeful-andTossible outcomes of such diacdaaions could be a consensus that:

.1. In most situations a level of functioning of something less than

.85 is satisfactory. A value-as low as -:75 would be highly

desirable. This could be accomplished by redefining the task

domain slightly to eliminate very easy items.
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2. Training should be carefully monitored so that expected group

performance will be just slightly higher than the specified

criterion level. This will keep training time and testing time

relatively low.

3. The program should be structured so that very high loss ratios are

ppropr ate. That is to say,-individual modules should not

be overly dependent on preceding ones.

One problem that does not arise with Bayesian methods is any complication

If sequential methods. are -used. Items can simply be administered until

it,is clear that a student will definitely,,, or cannot possibly, attain the

minimum advancement score. Thus with a minimum advancement score of 8/10,

testing can cease as soon as light successes or three failures are observed.

Two issues have been treated in a rather gross way' in this paper and

on these important issues further research needs. to be done. First it

-must be recognized that while the threshold 16eefunction we have adopted

here is a better approximation to reality than, for example, Livingston's

criterion centered squared -error loss (see Hambleton and Novick, 1973),

2

it is only a grabs approximation to be used while better and more complicated

approximations are being investigated. Three that immediately come to mind

are:

1. A threshold loss function with an indifference region in which

'there-is zero-loss for false positive or false negative errors.

2. A,negativezquared-exponential loga used with the root arcsine

transformation parameter

/-
Y = sin

-1
Yfl .
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3. A cumulative Beta distribution loss function.

We expect that these loss functions will give so hat-cliff-ere= an surely

er ength specifications than those obtained here, but the overall

decrease in expected loss may or may not be great. We should also remark

that these recommendations are specifically made for first time-through

_decisions. Via have yet. to consider the problem of decisions for students

repeating a unit.

Finally, we would remark that one of the important issues that we

identified at the'ontset of this paper has been handled in a most casual

and informal manner. To do other than this would have enormously complicated

the analysis and delayed substantially the appearance of our recommendations.

We refer explicitly to the premium on testing time within the instructional

process and implicitly to an implied trade-off between training and testing.

time. A completely general analysis would consider an available tine T and

an allocation of T into instruction and testing times i + t = T, so as to.

maximize a payoff function which would'have-a,(possibly differential) positive

payoff for each module successfully completed, and a (differential) negative

payoff for an incorrect decision of either type. We are reluctant to undertake

such a sophisticated analysis until such time as the operating conditions

-of IPI are more clearly defined.

For.the present Iraper we have implicitly adopted some. guidelines whiCh

effectively say that it is very desirable to have test lengths of 12 or

less, tolerable but undesirable to have test lengths as high as 20 and

discomforting to have tests that are longer than this. We have also taken

the position that a decision should not'be made on the basis of prior and

33
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collateral information alone but that_me&te s De confirmed by a test

that permits demonstration of nonmastery. As in all of the judgmental

decisions made in this paper we have been guided by counsel from experienced

IPI personnel, particularly Richard Ferguson and Anthony Nitko to whom

-we are much indebted. The value- of this paper will largely, be determined

by the quality of the discussion engendered by it amongssuchpeople. ,

4
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